1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

The novel Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) infects human airway and lung cells via entry through the ACE2 receptor ([@b0335], [@b0355], [@b0380]). This leads to a respiratory disease called COVID-19 that was declared a global pandemic in early 2020. The disease is characterized by fever, cough and shortness of breath but can progress to a severe disease state where patients develop pneumonia that can progress rapidly causing acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) ([@b0390]). This is potentially fatal without respiratory support. World-wide mortality from the disease is 1% or higher creating a dire need for therapeutics that can address this pandemic ([@b0210]). We hypothesized that SARS-CoV-2 infection may drive changes in expression of factors like cytokines and chemokines in the lung that then interact with receptors expressed by the sensory neuronal innervation of the lung to promote important aspects of disease severity, including ARDS. Discovery of pharmacological interventions that can interrupt this lung tissue to sensory neuronal innervation of the lung signaling could play an important role in treating severe COVID-19 cases. Potential endpoints in future trials might include blood oxygen saturation, perceived shortness of breath and pneumonia severity. Our workflow, including our hypothesis testing framework, is shown in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} .Fig. 1Our workflow, showing the different stages of RNA-sequencing, differential gene expression analysis, interactome prediction and identification of putative druggable targets, using healthy and COVID-19 BALF and healthy DRG samples.

The airway and lung are innervated richly by sensory neurons that signal to the brain to induce cough and changes in respiration ([@b0060], [@b0050], [@b0065], [@b0055]). These sensory neurons also release efferent factors that can influence airway resistance, cause neurogenic inflammation, which can exacerbate pneumonia, and may contribute to ARDS. There is strong evidence that neurogenic factors play an important role in sepsis ([@b0045], [@b0105]), which also occurs in many severe COVID-19 patients ([@b0390]). Neurogenic inflammation is driven by the activation of sensory neurons, called nociceptors, which are responsible for the detection of damaging or potentially damaging stimuli ([@b0365], [@b0115]). These nociceptors innervate the lungs with origins in the thoracic dorsal root ganglion (DRG) and the nodose and jugular ganglia ([@b0320], [@b0200], [@b0050], [@b0065]). Nociceptors express a variety of receptors and channels that can detect factors released by the immune system ([@b0365], [@b0020], [@b0115]). Many, if not most, of these factors excite nociceptors, causing them to release specialized neuropeptides like calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP) and substance P (SP) that cause vasodilation and plasma extravasation ([@b0310]) and also have direct effects on lung immune cells ([@b0030], [@b0350]). Research on pulmonary infection and cough has highlighted the critical role that nociceptors play in promotion of airway diseases ([@b0145], [@b0270], [@b0330], [@b0040], [@b0030], [@b0130], [@b0305]).

The unprecedented scientific response to the SARS-CoV-2 driven pandemic has produced datasets that enable computational determination of probable intercellular signaling between nociceptors and immune signaling or response in the lung. Because these interactions might be a crucial driver of disease severity, we set out to comprehensively catalog these interactions using previously published datasets from COVID-19 patients ([@b0135], [@b0185], [@b0180], [@b0235], [@b0375]) and our own RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) datasets from human thoracic DRG (hDRG) ([@b0285], [@b0275]).

Using an interactome-based framework we have described previously ([@b0360]) to find high-value pharmacologically relevant targets, we identify new, potential intervention points to reduce disease burden in patients with existing or under-development drugs. A key finding emerging from the data is that certain interventions used or under development for rheumatic or neuropathic pain might be useful against COVID-19. This finding is consistent with independent data showing that lung inflammation causes a neuropathic phenotype in neurons innervating the lung ([@b0190]).

Supplementary tables can be found at our online repository, as Excel sheets: [[https://www.utdallas.edu/\~prr105020/covid19/supp_tables.zip]{.ul}](https://www.utdallas.edu/%7eprr105020/covid19/supp_tables.zip){#ir005}.

2. Results {#s0010}
==========

2.1. Ligand -- Receptor interactome between COVID-19 patient BALF and hDRG {#s0015}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

We first re-analyzed bulk RNA-seq data from published studies by mapping and quantifying relative gene abundance (in counts per million) from BALF (National Genomics Data Center accession number: PRJCA002326, [[https://bigd.big.ac.cn]{.ul}](https://bigd.big.ac.cn){#ir010}) of severe COVID-19 patients ([@b0375]), compared to BALF (NCBI SRAdb project SRP230751, [[https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov]{.ul}](https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov){#ir015}) of healthy controls. The BALF method samples fluid from the lower respiratory tract and is commonly used as a diagnostic tool in ARDS. The method removes fluid, mucus and cells from the lung. This allows for RNA sequencing of immune and other cells found in the lung. Our healthy control samples had highly consistent RNA profiles (Pearsons' R = 0.9263). Differences between the two COVID-19 BALF samples can likely be attributed to variability of the immune response from patient to patient, as well as the lower sequencing depth of the samples, as even after pooling technical replicates for the COVID-19 patient samples we had \~ 12 M and 7 M sequenced reads. The two COVID-19 BALF samples were also found to contain SARS-CoV2 viral RNA reads confirming the presence of disease ([@b0375]).

Out of 31,069 genes in the reference genome, we detected 18,507 and 18,855 genes in the control samples, and 13,973 and 13,545 genes in the COVID-19 patient samples; differences being primarily attributable to a decrease in sequencing depth for COVID-19 samples. Due to this and the fact that our goal was to identify potentially targetable protein interaction pathways in COVID-19 patients, we performed downstream analysis only on 1372 genes that were upregulated in the COVID-19 BALF samples ([Supplementary Table 1](#s0080){ref-type="sec"}).

Genes upregulated in the COVID-19 patient samples include a multitude of genes that recapitulate clinical characteristics, such as increased cytokine signaling causing a "cytokine storm" (including *CCL2/3/4/7/8*, *CXCL1/2/6/8/28*, *CCL3L3*, *CCL4L2*), hypoxia (*HIF1A, HLF*), and inflammasome and sepsis-related genes (*IL1R1/2, IL5RA, IL33, IL31RA*). BALF typically contains RNA profiles of immune cells in alveolar fluid, primarily lymphocytes and macrophages. Additionally, we found that upregulation of transcription factor genes in COVID-19 samples identifies transcription factors associated with alveolar cell types (*EHF, PAX9, ELF3, GHRL2*) and immune cells (*RFX3*, *SOX5, TP63, HOPX*) with functions including regulation of antiviral pathways (*NR3C2*), based on ARCHS4 database ([@b0215]) and the Enrichr gene set enrichment analysis tool ([@b0195]) ([Supplementary Table 2](#s0080){ref-type="sec"}). This suggests that cellular distress and virus-driven cell lysis causes lung cell mRNA content to be detected in COVID-19 BALF samples. Immune cell markers like *CD4, CD8*, and *CD68* were detected in COVID-19 samples, but were not consistently upregulated. Since we only quantified relative (and not absolute) abundance, this is possibly due to increased proportion of alveolar cell mRNA content in disease samples. However, lymphocyte markers *CD24* and *CD38* were upregulated in the COVID-19 BALF samples, which is also consistent with reports of lymphocyte induced apoptosis in COVID-19 (Huang et al., 2020a). These findings are congruent with reports of increased lactate dehydrogenase as a biomarker of COVID-19 severity wherein lactate dehydrogenase is a sign of pyroptosis -- inflammasome driven programmed cell death ([@b0290], [@b0080], [@b0150]).

We were primarily interested in ligand to receptor signaling from immune cells in the lung to lung-innervating sensory neurons. For this purpose, we used our interactome framework ([@b0280]) to elucidate possible pharmacological interactions that may be associated with disease in COVID-19 samples. We focused first on ligands upregulated in the COVID-19 samples and receptors expressed in human thoracic DRG samples, which contain neurons that innervate the lungs ([@b0320], [@b0200]). We found that many receptors for cytokines identified as upregulated in COVID-19 patients including *CCR2, CXCR2, CCR5*, and *CXCR10*, and *IL15RA* were also expressed in hDRG suggesting a potential direct connection between these cytokines and sensory neuron activation in the lung ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} ). We also noted increased *EREG* expression in COVID-19 samples, which is known to signal via the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) to sensitize nociceptors ([@b0245]). Interestingly, there were a number of Eph ligand genes (*EFNA1* and *EFNA5*) whose gene products are known to act via Eph receptors to modulate the activity of neurons as well as regulating connections between neurons ([@b0165]). These Eph ligands were expressed *de novo* in disease samples. A complete list of the interactome featuring differentially increased ligands in BALF from COVID-19 samples can be seen in [Supplementary Table 3](#s0080){ref-type="sec"}, and expression profiles of the mouse orthologs in sensory neurons can be found in [Supplementary Table 4](#s0080){ref-type="sec"}.Table 1Interactome of BALF ligand to hDRG receptors.BALF LigandBALF Samples (CPM)Adjusted DEseq2 p-valueDRG receptorDRG Samples (mean TPM)Control 1Control 2COVID-19*ASIP*0.5440.48219.5052.84E-22*MC1R*4.766*CCL2*4.1439.142356.4035.06E-18*CCR1*13.768*CCL2*4.1439.142356.4035.06E-18*CCR2*2.936*CCL3*9.0825.93479.2012.22E-14*CCR1*13.768*CCL3*9.0825.93479.2012.22E-14*CCR4*0.402*CCL3*9.0825.93479.2012.22E-14*CCR5*2.898*CCL3L3*1.8831.02749.6483.73E-17*CCR5*2.898*CCL4*16.0519.24773.8813.12E-05*CCR1*13.768*CCL4*16.0519.24773.8813.12E-05*CCR5*2.898*CCL7*0.0420.25214.7762.74E-09*CCR1*13.768*CCL7*0.0420.25214.7762.74E-09*CCR2*2.936*CCL8*0.6280.65034.2818.02E-16*CCR1*13.768*CCL8*0.6280.65034.2818.02E-16*CCR2*2.936*CCL8*0.6280.65034.2818.02E-16*CCR5*2.898*CFH*2.6791.19518.9146.23E-05*ITGAM*19.044*EFNA1*0.0630.18927.7796.63E-08*EPHA2*19.566*EFNA1*0.0630.18927.7796.63E-08*EPHA3*25.688*EFNA1*0.0630.18927.7796.63E-08*EPHB1*4.968*EFNA5*0.0000.0006.5022.43E-09*EPHB1*4.968*EFNA5*0.0000.0006.5022.43E-09*EPHB2*7.152*EREG*4.4781.67754.9684.68E-08*EGFR*77.492*F13A1*1.5492.390104.0254.47E-04*ITGA4*14.674*F13A1*1.5492.390104.0254.47E-04*ITGA9*22.324*F13A1*1.5492.390104.0254.47E-04*ITGB1*385.262*FGF13*0.5650.52440.1912.16E-23*SCN5A*7.426*FGF13*0.5650.52440.1912.16E-23*SCN8A*79.656*IL15*19.18916.69185.7021.35E-04*IL15RA*4.618*NTN1*0.7320.6089.4571.92E-06*DCC*1.926*PTN*0.0000.0219.4571.36E-12*PLXNB2*111.694*TFF1*0.0000.00017.1413.06E-13*EGFR*77.492*TGFB2*0.1050.1898.8664.35E-10*TGFBR1*141.682*TGFB2*0.1050.1898.8664.35E-10*TGFBR2*289.95[^1]

Previous work has shown that nociceptor-derived CGRP plays a key role in dampening the immune response to bacterial infection in the lung ([@b0030]). Therefore, we also explored possible interaction points between sensory neurons that are likely to innervate the lung and receptors expressed in BALF samples from patients with COVID-19. Here, we identified a striking number of interactions between Eph ligands found in hDRG and receptors upregulated in COVID-19 BALF samples ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} ). This is meaningful as there is emerging literature on an important role of the ephrin -- Eph system in immunity ([@b0100]). Our data suggests potential bidirectional interactions between these receptors and ligands on sensory nerve endings and immune cells in the lung of COVID-19 patients. Another prominent interaction was with EGFR ligands and EGFR itself, again suggesting bidirectional interactions between neurons and immune cells in the lung in COVID-19. Finally, we also noted potential interactions between neurexins and neuroligins, which are also involved in junctions between neurons ([@b0220]), suggesting that multiple types of mediators may be involved in remodeling nerve ending morphology within the lung driven by immune cell activation in COVID-19. Collectively, these neuron-derived ligands could potentially exacerbate lung inflammation in COVID-19 contributing to a positive feedback loop. A complete list of the interactome featuring differentially increased receptors in BALF from COVID-19 samples can be seen in [Supplementary Table 5](#s0080){ref-type="sec"} and expression profiles of the mouse orthologs in sensory neurons can be found in [Supplementary Table 6](#s0080){ref-type="sec"}.Table 2Interactome of hDRG ligand to BALF receptors.DRG LigandDRG Samples (mean TPM)BALF ReceptorBALF Samples (CPM)Adjusted DEseq2 p-valueControl 1Control 2COVID-19*DCN*1028.024*EGFR*0.1670.35633.6903.61E-29*EFNA1*14.852*EPHB1*0.3560.58727.7791.87E-25*EFNA1*14.852*EPHA5*1.2141.44714.1858.30E-09*EFNA1*14.852*EPHA4*0.8790.5877.6846.47E-05*EFNA3*2.838*EPHB1*0.3560.58727.7791.87E-25*EFNA3*2.838*EPHA5*1.2141.44714.1858.30E-09*EFNA3*2.838*EPHA4*0.8790.5877.6846.47E-05*EFNA4*5.342*EPHA5*1.2141.44714.1858.30E-09*EFNA4*5.342*EPHA4*0.8790.5877.6846.47E-05*EFNA5*19.364*EPHB1*0.3560.58727.7791.87E-25*EFNA5*19.364*EPHA5*1.2141.44714.1858.30E-09*EFNA5*19.364*EPHA4*0.8790.5877.6846.47E-05*EFNB1*55.070*EPHB1*0.3560.58727.7791.87E-25*EFNB1*55.070*EPHA4*0.8790.5877.6846.47E-05*EFNB2*31.266*EPHB1*0.3560.58727.7791.87E-25*EFNB2*31.266*EPHA4*0.8790.5877.6846.47E-05*EFNB3*0.832*EPHB1*0.3560.58727.7791.87E-25*EGF*1.700*ERBB4*0.1880.77666.7892.38E-15*EGF*1.700*EGFR*0.1670.35633.6903.61E-29*EGF*1.700*ERBB3*0.3140.7767.6841.91E-04*EPGN*0.786*EGFR*0.1670.35633.6903.61E-29*HBEGF*16.790*EGFR*0.1670.35633.6903.61E-29*IGF1*30.036*IGF1R*6.1317.75838.4185.53E-10*LIF*1.404*LIFR*0.1050.35615.3676.10E-10*NLGN1*20.258*NRXN1*0.3140.4197.0934.26E-07*NLGN2*28.268*NRXN1*0.3140.4197.0934.26E-07*NLGN3*66.420*NRXN1*0.3140.4197.0934.26E-07*NLGN4X*94.794*NRXN1*0.3140.4197.0934.26E-07*NRG1*69.358*ERBB4*0.1880.77666.7892.38E-15*NRG1*69.358*ERBB3*0.3140.7767.6841.91E-04*NRG2*4.692*ERBB4*0.1880.77666.7892.38E-15*NRG2*4.692*ERBB3*0.3140.7767.6841.91E-04*NRG3*21.882*ERBB4*0.1880.77666.7892.38E-15*NRG4*4.438*ERBB4*0.1880.77666.7892.38E-15*NRG4*4.438*EGFR*0.1670.35633.6903.61E-29*NTN1*4.754*DCC*0.0630.16810.0481.62E-11*NTN4*28.880*DCC*0.0630.16810.0481.62E-11[^2]

2.2. Interactome of curated COVID-19 ligands from the literature to hDRG receptors {#s0020}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The immune response is tuned by both harnessing specific cell types (by chemotaxis and other mechanisms), and by modulating molecular profiles of these cell types (by transcriptional, post-transcriptional, translational and post-translational mechanisms). While our interactome identification from the BALF bulk RNA-seq is a starting point for identifying neuro-immune interactions in COVID-19 patient lungs, bulk RNA sequencing has limitations and other approaches are also being used to characterize the immune response in this disease. We therefore studied the emerging COVID-19 literature for studies where raw datasets were not publicly available, but the studies provided gene or protein sets that were associated with clinical outcomes or pathologies. In addition to the Xiong *et al* study ([@b0375]), we integrated gene and protein lists from sources that included BALF single-cell RNA-seq (scRNA-seq), blood protein levels and immune cell profiles from COVID-19 patients ([@b0235], [@b0375], [@b0390], [@b0395]). This effort identified more than 150 genes. Since a large proportion of these were ligands, we constructed a ligand-receptor interactome from the ligand identified in the studies cited above to hDRG expressed receptors based on our previous RNA-seq experiments ([@b0275]). These findings were consistent with the interactome generated from BALF samples from COVID19 patients with prominent interactions for cytokines, chemokines and other inflammatory molecules ([Supplementary Table 7](#s0080){ref-type="sec"}). These included *CCL2/3/4/5/7/10*, *IL1* and *TNF* as well as anti-inflammatory molecules *IL10* and *TGFB1* and *TGFB2*. These finding implicate the potential off-label utility of anti-rheumatoid arthritis drugs that target *TNF* (infliximab or etanercept) or *IL1* (anakinra) as well as EGFR inhibitors such as cetuximab for interfering with neuro-immune interactions in COVID-19.

2.3. Identification of putative mammalian nociceptor expression {#s0025}
---------------------------------------------------------------

Using only deeply sequenced thoracic hDRG bulk RNA-sequencing as a proxy for human nociceptor expression can generate both false positives and false negatives. Bulk hDRG sequencing libraries incorporate mRNA from not just sensory neurons, but also from glial, immune and vascular cells, leading to the possibility of false positives. Additionally, many lung innervating nociceptors are from the nodose or jugular ganglia so our dataset from thoracic hDRG may not represent the full possibility of receptors or ligands that could contribute to lung physiology from sensory afferents. Unfortunately, no sequencing data is available from the human nodose or jugular ganglia. To predict which of the hDRG-expressed ligands or receptors are likely present in human nociceptors, we integrated several mouse datasets. We used FACS sorted neuronally enriched mouse DRG cell pool RNA-seq ([@b0230]), and mouse DRG scRNA-seq data ([@b0345]). We additionally included two datasets for gene expression in the mouse jugular-nodose complex (JNC), including the Kupari *et al* scRNA-seq dataset ([@b0205]) and a study using bulk RNA-seq to study gene expression changes in the JNC following lung inflammation with Lipopolysaccharide (LPS) ([@b0190]). From this analysis ([Supplementary Tables 3--6](#s0080){ref-type="sec"}) we found clear evidence for nociceptor expression of *EFNA1, EFNB1* and *EFNB2* suggesting the ephrin signaling is likely to influence lung nociceptors. The same was true for neuroligin genes *NLGN2* and *NLGN3*. Likewise, we found strong evidence for cytokine receptor gene expression in nociceptors, most notably *CCR2*, *LIF* (which was specific to the non-peptidergic population) and *IL15RA* but also *ITGAM* and *ITGA9*. As mentioned above, EGFR ligands were strongly induced in COVID-19 patients. The *ERBB2* gene was strongly expressed in single cell and sorted neuron samples but the *EGFR* gene was sparsely expressed or not detected. However, *EGFR* was increased in nerve injury samples suggesting that this receptor is induced in nociceptors after injury. Since *ERBB2* encodes a receptor that acts in concert with EGFR, more work is needed to better understand how this receptor may function to modulate the activity of lung nociceptors.

2.4. Possible pharmacological intervention points for existing or under-development drugs {#s0030}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A major focus of current research into SARS-CoV-2 and COVID-19 is identification of potential therapeutics. From that perspective, a recent paper described a protein-protein interactome of SARS-CoV-2 proteins with the human proteome and identified druggable interaction points ([@b0135]). A target identified from that paper was the RNA binding protein, eIF4E, the phosphorylation of which has been implicated in coronavirus replication ([@b0025], [@b0260]) and the suppression of anti-viral responses ([@b0175]). Previous work suggests that eIF4E phosphorylation by MNK, a druggable target identified by [@b0135], plays a key role in regulating the excitability of nociceptors ([@b0265], [@b0250], [@b0315]) and also regulates the translation of many cytokines and chemokines ([@b0125], [@b0175], [@b0010]). Based on this, we intersected differentially expressed BALF ligand and receptor genes in COVID-19 samples with mRNAs known to be regulated by eIF4E phosphorylation from previous studies ([@b0125], [@b0005], [@b0010]). To do this we compiled a list of genes shown to be significantly changed in COVID-19 patients from the studies we cited and described above ([Supplementary Tables 3, 5 and 7](#s0080){ref-type="sec"}). We also compiled a list of mRNAs whose translation has been shown to be regulated by eIF4E phosphorylation based on the literature ([@b0125], [@b0005], [@b0010]). We then looked for genes that were common to these two lists.

We found that 8 inflammatory mediators upregulated in the BALF of COVID-19 patients were reduced *in vitro* and/or in the brain of animals lacking eIF4E phosphorylation ([Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"} ). *CCL2*, which is among the most highly upregulated chemokines in COVID-19 patients, is one example. CCL2 impairs virus clearance, reduces macrophage maturation, and increases lethality after coronavirus infection ([@b0160], [@b0340]). Furthermore, CCL2 levels in the nasal aspirate of asthmatic individuals are correlated with severe respiratory symptoms following viral infection ([@b0225]). Upregulation of CCL2 following SARS-CoV (the virus that caused the first SARS epidemic) infection is mediated by Ras-ERK pathway that is activated by ACE2 signaling ([@b0085]). A downstream target of the Ras-ERK pathway is MNK, which in turn phosphorylates eIF4E to influence mRNA translation. It is possible that the novel coronavirus, SARS-CoV-2, which also enters cells through ACE2, enhances the production of CCL2 via MNK-eIF4E signaling. Hence, eFT508 (also known as Tomivosertib), a MNK1/2 inhibitor currently undergoing clinical trials ([@b0295]), may prove beneficial against COVID-19. The expected mechanistic outcome of eFT508 treatment would be decreased translation of many chemokines and cytokines that are predicted to act on sensory innervation of the lung. Therefore, this particular therapeutic approach could decrease pathological immune-neuronal interactions without completely sequestering individual immune mediators.Table 3Differentially expressed genes in BALF of COVID-19 patients that are known to be regulated by MNK -- eIF4E signaling based on studies in eIF4E^S209A^-knock-in mutant cells and animals.Gene SymbolGene NameCOVID19 BALFeIF4E^S209A^-KI vs. WTReferencesDownregulated*CCL2*C--C motif chemokine ligand 2↑↓([@b0125]; Huang et al., 2020a; [@b0235], [@b0375])*CCL7*C--C motif chemokine ligand 7↑↓([@b0125], [@b0235], [@b0375])*CD14*Cluster of differentiation 14↑↓([@b0010], [@b0235])*CYP1B1*Cytochrome P450 1B1↑↓([@b0125], [@b0235])*NCF1*Neutrophil cytosolic factor 1↑↓([@b0010], [@b0235])*NFKBIA*NFKB inhibitor alpha↑↓([@b0125], [@b0235])*S100A9*S100 calcium-binding protein A9↑↓([@b0010], [@b0235])*VEGFA*Vascular endothelial growth factor A↑↓([@b0010], [@b0370])Upregulated*TNF*Tumor necrosis factor↑↑([@b0005]; Huang et al., 2020a)[^3]

We also identified potential therapeutics for COVID-19 by intersecting the interactomes generated here with the DGIdb database ([@b0095]). We identified 144 gene products with characterized antagonists, inhibitors, blockers or modulators in this curated database (a selection of these are shown in [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"} , full dataset in [Supplementary Table 8](#s0080){ref-type="sec"}). This database highlights the potential for targeting cytokines and chemokines, such as CCL2, the CCR2 receptor and/or the EGFR receptor in COVID-19. It also reveals several drugs that interact with ephrin -- EphB signaling that may have promise if structural remodeling of lung afferent endings contributes to COVID-19 pathology. Interestingly, the NMDA receptor 2B (GRIN2B) subunit was revealed in this list, which can be targeted with ketamine and other drugs. The corresponding gene *GRIN2B* was strongly induced in BALF samples of COVID-19 samples. The NMDA receptor is activated by glutamate, which is released by sensory neurons at their peripheral terminals. NMDA receptor activity and localization is strongly influenced by EphB receptors ([@b0155], [@b0165]), which were also dramatically increased in COVID-19 BALF samples. These findings reveal a potential new pathway for sensory modulation of lung pathophysiology involving glutamate from sensory afferents acting on NMDA receptors expressed by resident cells in the lung.Table 4Drug candidates identified for key targets found in this study.Gene productDrug (*mechanism*)*CCL2*Carlumab (I), CHEMBL134074 (I), danazol (I)*CCR2*AZD2423 (AM, A), CCX140 (Ant), cenicriviroc (Ant), CHEMBL134074 (Ant), CHEMBL1593104 (Ant), CHEMBL337246 (Ant), CHEMBL432713 (Ant), fulvestrant (Ant), meglitinide (Ant), mibefradil (AM), MLN-1202 (Ant), PF-04634817 (Ant), phenprocoumon (Ant), picrotoxinin (Ant)*CCR4*Plerixafor (Ant)*CCR5*Ancriviroc (Ant), aplaviroc (Ant), aplaviroc hydrochloride (Ant), AZD5672 (Ant), cenicriviroc (Ant), CHEMBL1196395 (Ant), CHEMBL41275 (Ant), INCB-9471 (Ant), maraviroc (Ant), PF-04634817 (Ant), phenprocoumon (Ant), PRO-140 (AB, A), vicriviroc (Ant), vicriviroc maleate (Ant)*CCR9*Hydralazine (Ant), MLN3126 (Ant), verecimon (Ant, AM)*EGFR*AC-480 (I), acalabrutinib (I), AEE-788 (I), afatinib dimaleate (I), afatinib (I), allitinib (I), AZD-4769 (I), BGB-283 (I), BMS-690514 (I), brigatinib (I), canertinib dihydrochloride (I), canertinib (I), CEP-32496 (I), cetuximab (Ant, AB, I), CHEMBL1081312 (I), CHEMBL1229592 (I), CHEMBL174426 (I), CHEMBL1951415 (I), CHEMBL2141478 (I), CHEMBL306380 (I), CHEMBL387187 (I), CHEMBL53753 (I), CHEMBL56543 (I), CUDC-101 (I), dacomitinib hydrate (I), dacomitinib (I), dovitinib (I), EGF816 (I), epitinib (I), erlotinib (Ant, I), erlotinib hydrochloride (I), falnidamol (I), felypressin (I), gefitinib (Ant, I), HM-61713 (I), ibrutinib (I)\
icotinib (I, A), JNJ-26483327 (I), lapatinib ditosylate (I), lapatinib (I, A), mab-425 (I), matuzumab (I), momelotinib (I), MP-412 (I), mubritinib (I), naquotinib (I), necitumumab (AB, Ant, I), neratinib (I), olmutinib (I, A), orantinib (I), osimertinib (I), osimertinib mesylate (I), panitumumab (A, S, AB, I), PD-0166285 (I), pelitinib (I), PKI-166 (I), poziotinib (I), puquitinib (I), pyrotinib (I), RG-7160 (Ant), rociletinib (I), S-222611 (I), sapitinib (I), SB-243213 (I), simotinib (I), TAK-285 (I), tesevatinib (I), theliatinib (I), tyrphostin AG-1478 (I), vandetanib (I), varlitinib (I), zalutumumab (AB, A)*EPHB1*Vandetanib (I)*EPHB2*Vandetanib (I)*GRIN2B*Acamprosate calcium (Ant), amantadine hydrochloride (CB, A), AV-101 (Ant), AZD8108 (Ant), besonprodil (Ant), CERC-301 (Ant), CGP-37849 (Ant), CHEMBL1184349 (CB), CHEMBL173031 (Ant), CHEMBL191838 (Ant), CHEMBL22304 (Ant), CHEMBL273636 (Ant), CHEMBL287327 (Ant), CHEMBL31741 (Ant), CHEMBL50267 (Ant), CNS-5161 (CB), conantokin G (Ant), delucemine (Ant), dizocilpine (CB), EVT-101 (Ant), felbamate (Ant), GW468816 (Ant), ifenprodil (Ant), Indantadol (Ant), ketamine (CB), lanicemine (CB), magnesium (CB), mesoridazine (Ant), modafinil (Ant), neramexane mesylate (Ant), orphenadrine chloride (Ant), orphenadrine citrate (Ant), phencyclidine (CB), radiprodil (Ant), ralfinamide (Ant), selfotel (Ant), tenocyclidine (Ant), traxoprodil (Ant)*IL15*AMG-714 (I, AB)*IL1B*Canakinumab (I, B, AB), gallium nitrate (Ant, I), ibudilast (I), rilonacept (I, B)*IL1R1*AMG-108 (Ant), anakinra (Ant, I), oxandrolone (Ant)*IL2RA*Basiliximab (AB, I), daclizumab (AB, I), inolimomab (Ant)*IL6*Asian ginseng (Ant), Clazakizumab (I), elsilimomab (I), ibudilast (I), olokizumab (I), PF-04236921 (I), siltuximab (Ant, AB I), sirukumab (I)*IL6R*SA237 (Ant), sarilumab (Ant), tocilizumab (AB, I)*TLR4*CHEMBL225157 (Ant), eritoran tetrasodium (Ant)*TLR7*Hydroxychloroquine (Ant), hydroxychloroquine sulfate (Ant), motesanib (Ant)*TLR9*Hydroxychloroquine (Ant), hydroxychloroquine sulfate (Ant), motesanib (Ant)*TNF*Adalimumab (AB, I), afelimomab (I), ajulemic acid (I), AZ-9773 (I), certolizumab pegol (neutralizer, AB, I), CHEMBL219629 (I), delmitide (I), etanercept (AB, I), golimumab (AB, I), inamrinone (I), infliximab (I, AB), lenalidomide (I), lenercept (I), nerelimomab (I), onercept (I), ortataxel (I), ozoralizumab (I), pegsunercept (I), pirfenidone (I), placulumab (I), pomalidomide (I), talactoferrin alfa (I), urapidil (I)[^4]

3. Discussion {#s0035}
=============

We used a computational framework to test the hypothesis that immune cells in the lungs of severe COVID-19 patients produce factors that are likely to interact with the sensory neuronal innervation of the lung. Our work finds support for this hypothesis and identifies potential interactions that may be critical drivers of disease severity in COVID-19. Some of these, such as CCL2, epiregulin acting via the EGFR receptor and TNFα can be inhibited with drugs in late stage development (e.g. CCL2) or existing therapeutics (e.g. EGFR or TNFα) (summarized in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} ). All 3 of these targets have been implicated in increasing nociceptor excitability ([@b0170], [@b0035], [@b0245]). It may be necessary to target multiple pathways to overcome the severe respiratory phenotype produced by this disease. To that end, MNK inhibitors, which were also identified by Gordon et al. ([@b0135]) may be particularly useful because they have an effect on coronavirus replication in murine models ([@b0025]), interfere with the translation of chemokine and cytokines implicated in COVID-19 and reduce excitability of nociceptors ([@b0265], [@b0250]) that may be driving neurogenic inflammation in the disease. Clinical trials are obviously needed to test these hypotheses. Endpoints for such trials should likely include oxygen saturation, perceived shortness of breath and pneumonia severity. Many of the candidate therapeutics we have identified could have potential impacts of immune status (for instance TNFα sequestering therapeutics are immune suppressant) so this must be considered from a safety standpoint.Fig. 2Our work identifies that: **1)** Several proinflammatory cytokines and chemokines are upregulated in the COVID-19 BALF samples that are known to be translationally-regulated via MNK-eIF4E signaling. This offers a unique opportunity to disrupt activity of many inflammatory proteins via MNK inhibitors. **2)** Many upregulated COVID-19 inflammatory mediators interact with receptors potentially expressed on thoracic sensory neurons that innervate the lung. Activation of these sensory neurons may cause them to release neuropeptides back into the lung environment to cause vasodilation, immune cell recruitment, neurogenic inflammation, and potentially even pain upon breathing. **3)** It is currently unknown if ACE2, the receptor through which SARS-CoV-2 can infiltrate cells, is expressed in sensory neurons.

There are important caveats to our work. First, the interactomes we have built are based largely on data from a limited number of patients. Similar results have been found across studies ([@b0185], [@b0180], [@b0235], [@b0375], [@b0390], [@b0395]), but there is an obvious need for additional sequencing on lung immune cells from patients with mild and severe COVID-19. The availability of such data, either bulk RNA-seq or single cell RNA-seq would greatly improve our ability to hone in on more specific targets.

Another important caveat is that the directionality of the influence of nociceptor-released factors on lung immunity and COVID-19 disease state is not currently clear. Some studies on sepsis, which occurs in severe COVID-19 patients, have shown that nociceptors promote mortality in sepsis ([@b0045]) but others show that TRPV1-positive nociceptors are protective against mortality in sepsis ([@b0140]). In the case of lung infection by bacteria, CGRP, which is released by nociceptors, has been shown to play a protective role by limiting immune reaction within the lung ([@b0030]). Little work has been done to understand how viral infections and sensory neurons interact to promote or suppress the immune response. However, the existing literature on sensory innervation of the airway and lung with bacterial pathogens suggests that sensory afferents can have detrimental and beneficial effects depending on the context ([@b0090], [@b0075], [@b0305]). We have interpreted our interactome findings under the assumption that neurogenic responses may worsen the disease state in COVID-19, potentially leading to ARDS and fatality, but without perturbational animal model studies or additional human clinical data we cannot rule out the possibility that a subset of the interactome mitigates the disease state. However, recent findings that lung inflammation creates a neuropathic-like state in lung-innervating nociceptors ([@b0190]) suggests that our hypothesis of neurogenic response worsening the disease is supported by available data.

A third caveat is the fact that we have predicted neuro-immune interactions based on the assumption that lung and airway-innervating sensory neuronal transcriptomes remain mostly unchanged after infection. It is formally possible that sensory neurons could express ACE2 allowing viral infection of these cells, but available datasets are unable to clarify this question. A bigger potential issue is that lung inflammation clearly alters the transcriptome of neurons that innervate the lung in rodents ([@b0190]), but the time-course and magnitude of this effect at the single cell level has not been studied previously, and little is known about evolutionary conservation of the transcriptional response between humans and rodents. These are obviously important areas of research that need to be explored in future studies.

In conclusion, our work identifies several potential therapeutics that target neuro-immune interactions in the lung that may be useful for treatment of pulmonary pathology such as ARDS in COVID-19 patients. Based on the currently available evidence, we suggest further investigation of MNK and EGFR inhibitors, TNFα sequestering treatments and CCL2 inhibitors, alone or in combination, for the treatment of pulmonary pathology in COVID-19. There are safety concerns that must be considered as some of these therapeutics (in particular TNFα) decrease immunity and may have a negative influence on patient outcomes.

4. Methods {#s0040}
==========

4.1. Study approval {#s0045}
-------------------

IRB approval for RNA sequencing from human DRG samples was provided by University of Texas at Dallas as described previously ([@b0275]). Other datasets used here were based on analysis from datasets described in published studies from other groups.

4.2. Data sources {#s0050}
-----------------

Human thoracic DRG data was described in ([@b0275]). Data for the curated COVID-19 interactome were obtained from ([@b0185], [@b0180], [@b0235], [@b0375], [@b0390]), with BALF RNA-seq data from COVID-19 patients (National Genomics Data Center sample ids CRR119894-7, https://bigd.big.ac.cn/bioproject/browse/PRJCA002326) obtained from ([@b0375]). BALF control data was obtained from control RNA-seq samples ([@b0255]) in healthy patients (SRAdb sample ids SRR10571724, and SRR10571732, https://trace.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Traces/sra/?study=SRP230751).

Mouse DRG single cell sequencing data were obtained from mouse DRG ([@b0345]) and JNC ([@b0205]). Mouse bulk RNA-sequencing datasets were obtained from sorted neuronal cell pools from the DRG ([@b0230]) and whole tissue RNA-seq from the JNC complex before and after LPS injury ([@b0190]).

Three previous studies of eIF4E phosphorylation ([@b0125], [@b0005], [@b0010]) were used to identify the set of genes which can be potentially affected by MNK inhibition. The DGIdb database was used to identify known drugs ([@b0095]) that target proteins in our identified interactomes.

The interactome database is described in detail in our previous work ([@b0360]).

4.3. Re-analysis of BALF RNA-sequencing data {#s0055}
--------------------------------------------

BALF RNA-seq data ([@b0375]) was compared with control RNA-seq by mapping RNA-seq reads to the reference genome Refseq hg38 and reference transcriptome Gencode v33 ([@b0120]) using the STAR aligner ([@b0110]). Read counts per gene was then summarized for each sample by HT-Seq Count ([@b0015]). Replicates from each COVID-19 patient were pooled to increase sequencing depth. Due to the higher sequencing depth of the control samples (over 40 million reads), compared to the COVID-19 samples (\~7 and 12 million reads after pooling ([@b0375])), and due to specific interest in finding therapeutic targets, only genes identified as differentially expressed and increased in relative abundance in COVID-19 samples were further analyzed. Low replicate numbers cause difficulty in estimation of dispersion, and lower sequencing depth increases sampling variance in the data. To conservatively identify differentially expressed genes, analysis was performed using two well established differential expression analysis tools -- edgeR ([@b0300]) and DEseq2 ([@b0240]), both of which model gene counts as negative binomial distributions and estimate mean and dispersion parameters from the data. edgeR moderates estimated gene count dispersions towards a common sample-specific estimate for all genes. DEseq2 models dispersion as a function of the expression level. Genes that have an adjusted *p*-value of \<0.001 and log2 fold change \>2.0 were used to identify differentially expressed gene sets for each tool. Differentially expressed gene sets from both tools were intersected to identify genes that are differentially expressed in both models, and only genes with read frequency \>1 in 200,000 genic reads for COVID-19 samples were retained to reduce potential effects of sampling variance. For differentially expressed genes, we provide relative abundance in the form of counts per million mapped genic reads (CPM) for each sample, as well as *p-*values and multiple testing adjusted *p*-values for both tools ([Supplementary Table 1](#s0080){ref-type="sec"}). Gene set enrichment analysis was performed using the Enrichr framework, and limited to gene -- transcription factor co-expression modules with 50 or more genes ([Supplementary Table 2](#s0080){ref-type="sec"}).

4.4. Creation of a ligand receptor signaling interactome database {#s0060}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Ramilowski *et al.* ([@b0280]) described 2557 pairs of ligand-receptor interactions that were used to populate the initial interactome database. However, hundreds of known ligands and receptors were missing from this resource. In order to curate a more complete ligand-receptor list, we collected gene lists from gene family and ontology databases HUGO ([@b0385]) and GO ([@b0070]). Genes corresponding to the GO terms of cell adhesion molecules (CAM), G-protein coupled receptor (GPCR), growth factor, ion channels, neuropeptides, nuclear receptors, and receptor kinases were tabulated. Based on a database ([@b0325]) and the literature, corresponding receptors or ligands for these additional genes were identified and added to the list of ligand-receptor pairs. A total of 3098 pairs of ligand-receptor interactions were used in the interactome analysis for all possible ligand-receptor interactions ([@b0360]).

Not all ligands and receptors are encoded as genes, so we included some additional records in our database, such as enzymes known to synthesize ligands and paired with the corresponding receptor. Additionally, some other interactions were included that do not have a traditional ligand -- receptor relationship. In these cases, the gene for the upstream signaling molecule was analyzed in lieu of the ligand, and the gene for the downstream signaling molecule in lieu of the receptor. The entire interactome database is described in detail in ([@b0360]).

Based on gene expression in BALF and human DRG samples, the interactome extends to thousands of candidate ligand-receptor pairs. While many of these signaling interactions are likely involved in the immune response of COVID-19, we chose to focus on pairs where the ligand or receptor was shown to be differentially increased or discriminative marker for cell types with differentially increased proportions in the immune response since these are more likely to be successful points of therapeutic intervention. Thus, we filtered the candidate interactome based on the list of differentially expressed genes we obtained from the literature and re-analysis of COVID-19 BALF data ([Supplementary Tables 3, 5 and 7](#s0080){ref-type="sec"}). Potentially relevant gene product -- drug interactions (inhibitor, antagonist or blocker) based on these interactomes were mined from the dgiDB database ([Supplementary Table 8](#s0080){ref-type="sec"}).

Finally, we decided to tabulate these interactions with the ability to rank them using four metrics reported in Supplementary Tables. Two of these help rank immune genes: mean expression level in COVID-19 samples, and degree of differential expression (fold change) in COVID-19 versus control BALF ([Supplementary Tables 3 and 5](#s0080){ref-type="sec"}). These are likely to identify signaling pathways with the greatest frequency of ligand-receptor interaction, or maximal changes in the frequency or intensity of such interactions. Two other metrics help rank neuronal genes: gene expression levels in sorted mouse DRG neuron datasets ([@b0230]) and in mouse DRG neuron scRNA-seq datasets ([@b0345]), and degree of differential expression (log fold change) in LPS based injury models of mouse airway-innervating neurons ([@b0190]) ([Supplementary Tables 4 and 6](#s0080){ref-type="sec"}). These are likely to identify neuronally expressed genes, as well as genes involved in ARDS in mammalian lungs. The directionality of changes in the LPS mouse injury model may not necessarily be consistent with changes in COVID-19 molecular changes, but are likely to be indicative of genes involved in neuroinflammation in mammalian lungs.

In order to identify genes that were stably expressed in the hDRG, only protein interactions where the corresponding neuronal gene expression in the hDRG was \>= 0.15 TPM (as reported in [@b0275]) were retained. To quantify relative gene abundances in ([@b0230]), reported coding gene expressions were renormalized to TPMs across all samples, and samples having a clear bimodal distribution of TPMs were retained for further analysis and quantile normalized, of which the FACS-sorted neuronal datasets are used in our study for integrative analysis. Reported gene abundances in ([@b0190]) were renormalized to a million. In the ([@b0345]) dataset, the reported fraction of cells for each neuronal subpopulation (where a gene is detected) was used. To calculate a similar metric in the ([@b0205]) dataset, two steps were performed. Based on the reported clusterings of the cell types in the JNC, the four most distinct groups of neuronal subpopulations ([@b0205]), comprising jugular ganglial neuronal subpopulations 1--3 and 4--6, and nodose ganglial neuronal subpopulations 1--11 and 12--18 were used. To calculate the fraction of cells where genes were detected in each of these four groups, cells in the lowest quartile (bottom 25th percentile) of the cell population with respect to library diversity (number of unique molecular identifiers or UMI \< 23,385) were discarded.
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Appendix A. Supplementary data {#s0080}
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The following are the Supplementary data to this article:Supplementary data 1

Supplementary data 2

Supplementary data 3

Supplementary data 4

Supplementary data 5

Supplementary data 6

Supplementary data 7

Supplementary data 8

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at <https://doi.org/10.1016/j.bbi.2020.05.078>.

[^1]: The average of gene abundances in the 2 COVID-19 samples, weighted by sequencing depth are shown here. Selected interactions are shown in the table. The full dataset is shown in [Supplementary Table 3](#s0080){ref-type="sec"}.

[^2]: The average of gene abundances in the 2 COVID-19 samples, weighted by sequencing depth are shown here. Selected interactions are shown in the table. The full dataset is shown in [Supplementary Table 5](#s0080){ref-type="sec"}.

[^3]: These knock-in animals and cells are null mutants for eIF4E phosphorylation. Downregulation or upregulation with respect to eiF4E signaling refers to genes that have decreased or increased translation respectively in the absence of MNK-eIF4E signaling.

[^4]: Mechanism key: I, inhibitor; A, agonist; AB, antibody; AM, allosteric modulator; Ant, antagonist; B, binder; CB, channel blocker; S, suppressor. Full table is shown in [Supplementary Table 8](#s0080){ref-type="sec"}.
